I. INTRODUCTION
E791 is a high statistics charm experiment that acquired data at Fermilab during the 1991-1992 xed-target run.
The experiment combined a fast data acquisition system with an open trigger. Over 2 10 10 events were collected with the Tagged Photon Spectrometer 1 using a 500 GeV , beam. There were ve target foils with 15 mm centerto-center separations: one 0.5 mm thick platinum foil followed by four 1.6 mm thick diamond foils. The spectrometer included 23 planes of silicon microstrip detectors 6 upstream and 17 downstream of the target, 2 dipole magnets, 10 planes of proportional wire chambers 8 upstream and 2 downstream of the target, 35 drift chamber planes, 2 multi-cell Cerenkov counters that provided =K separation in the 6-60 GeV c momentum range 2 , electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon detector.
II. RARE AND FORBIDDEN DECAYS OF D + , DS AND D 0
We report the preliminary results of a search for avor-changing neutral-current F CNC, lepton number violating LNV and lepton family violating LFV decays of D + , D + s and D 0 , i n to modes 1 containing muons and electrons. This analysis is an extension of our previous work 3 . The search for rare and forbidden decays provides another test of the Standard Model. The contribution, within the Standard Model, of short distance electroweak processes to the branching ratios of the FCNC-like decay modes described here is expected 4 to be less than 10 ,8 . The LNV and LFV decay modes are totally forbidden by the Standard Model. Therefore, the search for these rare and forbidden decay modes allows tests for violations of the Standard Model from FCNC, neutrino oscillations or other even more exotic processes. We are currently examining all the modes described in Table II To separate charm candidates from background, we require the secondary vertex to be well-separated from the primary vertex and located well outside the target foils and other solid material, the momentumvector of the candidate D + or D 0 to point back to the primary vertex, and the decay track candidates to pass closer to the secondary vertex than the primary vertex. Speci cally, the secondary vertex must be separated by 20 L for D + , 12 L for D 0 from the primary vertex and by 5:0 L from the closest material in the target foils, where L in each case is the calculated longitudinal resolution in the measured separation. The sum of the momentum vectors of the three tracks from this secondary vertex must miss the primary vertex by 40 m in the plane perpendicular to the beam. We form the ratio of each track's smallest distance from the secondary vertex to its smallest distance from the primary vertex, and require the product of these ratios to be less than 10 ,n where n is the number of tracks in the secondary vertex. There is also a cut on the lifetime of the D + or D 0 candidate; it is 5 picoseconds for the D + and 3 picoseconds for the D 0 . Finally, the net momentum of the D + candidate transverse to the line connecting the primary and secondary vertices must be less than 250 MeV c 300 MeV c for the D 0 .
For this analysis we use a blind" analysis technique. This method entailed the following steps: rst covering the signal region with a box", then optimizing ALL cuts using Monte Carlo simulated signal events and data from the wings outside the box" before opening the box" and only then opening the box" that covers the signal region. The should note the asymmetric windows for the decay modes containing electrons. This is to account for the electron bremsstrahlung tail. The upper limit of the branching ratio is calculated using the following formulae:
where N X is the number of observed events for a given decay m o d e a n d " is the detection e ciency. In addition to the cuts made on the kinematic variables described above, particle identi cation cuts are used to reduce the background. These cuts tagged the dilepton candidates, thereby greatly reducing the background. Events which could also be reconstructed as a re ection, due to particle misidenti cation, from other purely hadronic decay modes into a region outside the boxes", but within the overall mass window, were removed. Examples of this would include D + ! K , + + reconstructed as D + ! ,`+`+ or D 0 ! K , + reconstructed as D 0 !`+`,. In Figure 1 , we present preliminary plots of the data for the D + and D 0 decay modes described in this paper. The yellow b o xes are the part of the plot that were originally covered by the boxes". The events observed within these boxes" are the total number of observed events, signal plus background. In the plots of the D + decay modes the lower yellow box is the D + box" and the upper yellow b o x is the D + s box". We estimate the mean background assuming a at distribution calculated from the events seen in the regions that are outside the boxes". Then the Poisson signal mean for the total number of observed events for a 90 con dence level upper limit are calculated, using the method of Feldman and Cousins 5 , and this number, N X , is substituted into Equation 1 thus giving a 90 con dence level upper limit branching ratio. The estimated background, total numb e r o f e v ents within the box", the number N X for a 90 con dence level upper limit, the calculated upper limit branching ratios and the previously measured upper limits 6 are given in Table II . A comparison between our calculated 90 con dence level upper limit branching ratios and the previous results 6 is shown by the plot of the 90 C.L. upper limits in Figure 2 . III. DS LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS Accurate measurements of the lifetimes of the weakly decaying charm mesons are useful for understanding the contributions of various weak decay mechanisms. Despite the fact that they are all tied to the charm quark decay, the decays of the ground state charm mesons can have di erent contributions from the four rst-order processes two spectator, W-annihilation, and W-exchange and their lifetimes are, in fact, quite varied 6 .
, Here we present measurements of the form factor ratios, evaluated at q 2 = 0 GeV=c 2 , r V = V 0 =A 1 0, r 2 = A 2 0 =A 1 0, for both the muon and electron channels, and r3 = A 3 0 =A 1 0 in the muon channel. This is the rst simultaneous measurement of both the muon and electron channels.
We h a ve already reported the form factor ratios r V and r 2 for the decay D + ! K 0 e + e , K 0 ! K , + 9 . The form factor ratios in the decay D + ! K 0 + , K 0 ! K , + were measured using 3034595 signal background events and yield 10 r 
